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Mac app only

• This feature is currently available on the Mac app only.



Intro
• These slides show you how to use the new parameter scan 

feature (scan and optimize) to adjust the parameters of a 
model to achieve better backtests.


• In particular, this feature allows adjustment of stochastic 
volatility parameters of the model.


• We will make a model of BTC (bitcoin) to forecast 30 days 
ahead, then backtest this for 2 years back.  This will give us 
our baseline backtest accuracy.


• Then we will use the new parameter scan feature (which both 
scans and optimizes) to try to improve this backtest. 



Initial setup

• Prices tab of app:  enter BTC symbol, press Download.


• Monte Carlo tab of app:  set days withheld to 30, days 
fwd to 30, days backwd to sample to 365 (we will use 1 
year back of BTC return data to forecast).  This is the 
modeler's choice of course: how wide of a window to 
select the sample data from.  This window size is not yet 
part of the automatic optimization feature of this app.



After changing 
the numbers 
pointed to by 
the arrows, 

press RunMC 
and display the 
envelope Plot 

(see prior training 
slides)

This unusual 
effect is due to 

large outlier  
in recent BTC 

returns March 11 2020



Baseline Validate

• Next, go to the Validate tab, set days to withhold to 730 
(e.g. 2 years)


• Press Validate



Baseline  
Validate  
result

objective value =  
sum of absolute errors 

of 5 targets above =

1%, 5%, 50%,  
95%, and 99% risk 

levels

our metrics indicate that 5% risk level is met fairly well 
but the other 4 targets are off a bit



Next, we will open up the 
parameter scan window

• And start making adjustments to optimize the model, to 
get it to fit better to this 730 day / 2 year validate backtest



To open / close 
the parameter 
scan window:

New param 
scan features

For our first 
trial just leave 
all at default 

and press Run

After you press  
Run, the 730 
day Validate 

will be run 10  
times 

(or whatever number 
is here)

Stochastic 
volatility 

model will 
be On by default 

Hence, the  
code will 
try to find 
a stochvol 
model that 

best fits this 
730 days 

by minimizing 
the obj value 



The optimizer 
will try to make 

this smaller  
(less error overall)



while the optimizer is running 
the best-so-far value is shown here

this shows you how far 
along you are in the optimization

we will discuss 
the other settings 

later



all 10 runs 
done, 

not much  
improvement 

in objective value



Now:  Choices

• 1. we can expand the search parameter range and try 
again (to search the model parameter space wider)


• 2. we can shrink the search parameter range and try to 
refine our current result


• Let's try 2 for this example.



set this value 
to 0.5, this will 
cut the search 
space down 

by half 
in each parameter 

dimension

This is the  
global scale 

factor. 

Global: meaning 
all parameters 
of the stochvol 

model 
are influenced.

When we 
re-run now, 

we will 
search 

closer to 
the best found 

parameter 
settings so far



After the 2nd trial 
w/ narrower 

search range: 

improvement!

Errors in 
the backtest 

are cut 
by half

Re-run 
the Validate 
to see this 

result 
in detail

Press show/hide 
to close the param 

window to 
see the full results 

after 
re-Validating



Now we see the details 

Sum of absolute errors  
of 5 targets 

is 2.5 
according to our 

tolerances 
(albeit a bit ad hoc) 

all of our targets  
are met  

(all 5 targets)



Why differing obj numbers?
• Param scan shows best obj at 4.95


• Our detailed re-run shows 2.5


• Sources of difference:


• The param scanner has 2 penalty factors it applies if the top target (99% 
value) or the bottom target (1% value) is at 100% or 0%, respectively.


• In this case it looks like 1 penalty factor got triggered for the top 99% risk 
level.


• This keeps the optimizer from focusing too much on the inner 3 targets (5%, 
50%, 95%).  You can increase the penalty factors if your model isn't solving 
well for the 99% and 1% levels.  This doesn't guarantee it will find a solution, 
but the option is there.  You can also put a high penalty factor on only the 1% 
target if you want to refine the bearish risk level for more accuracy.



Penalty 
factors 

user-settable



Other sources of obj 
difference

• We are only running at MC count = 5000


• Hence, results may differ slightly between runs


• For more consistency, increase MC count on the Monte 
Carlo page upper left.  Note:  This increases Validate 
optimization run time.



After getting a good answer from the optimizer...
• The "best" values are automatically stored in the app's user interface in 

the Monte Carlo / Tune / stoch volat panels. 
Hence, 

you can go 
directly 

to forecasting.

However, the 
last Validate 

run left 
in the Validate 
Plot may not 

be the optimized 
result. 

This is why we 
recommend 

one extra 
press of Validate 

after an opt is  
done.



Other features of note 
in the optimizer

Press Open file 
to see details 

of the most recent 
opt run



Pressing Open file opens a text file 
with all results from most recent parameter scan run 

including objective value and parameter settings 

One row per Validate run

You can analyze this in other tools  
(Excel, Numbers, Gretl, or your favorite data analysis tool)



Other features of note 
in the optimizer

Press Open folder 
to see the folder 

where all 
recent runs 
are stored



This window opens up in Mac Finder, 
so it is convenient to sort by modified date

One file per  
opt run

Files are date 
stamped  

with "unix time"



Other features of note 
in the optimizer

We can run 
the optimizer 

only on  
some parameters

If we want to  
scan a wider or  
narrower range 

for only one  
parameter, 

we can adjust  
its scale factor



Other features of note 
in the optimizer

If we want to  
open up  

(allow to change) 
some parameters 

that are not 
in the ordinary 

Heston-like stochvol 
model, we 

can set these to 1 
instead of their 

default 0  



The values set in the Tune / stoch volat panel 
are used as the optimizer seed point (the first point that is tried). 

If you start at a different seed point, the optimizer may find 
a different solution. 

Which solution is better is a more advanced topic 
which we do not cover here. 



Model refinement

• After optimizing the model at the default 5000 monte 
carlo runs, you can check the bulk backtest.


• Go to Monte Carlo tab, press RunMC then go to Plot.



Default model no stochvol Coarsely solved stochvol

Note different shape of envelope

With only 5000 monte carlo points,  
every time 

you re-run this model,  
it will be somewhat different.



Go back to Monte Carlo tab 
and change run count to 50000
• 10x versus default.


• Then re-Validate the model.


• See if objective value changes much from the 5000 case.


• If it does, you may want to re-optimize the model, perhaps setting global 
scale to a smaller value (0.2)


• We always start at the prior solved point in the current app session.



After 50k refinement 
obj = 1.2

Results of  
refined optimization



Now we 
recheck 

the bulk backtest 
30 days 

note smoother 
curves w/ 50k 

runs

Flip this switch 
to see the probability 

density plot



Now we can 
set days 

withheld to 0, 
re-run, and 

forecast 
30 days into 

the future 
with 

our calibrated 
stochvol 

model

As usual 
we can drag 

the top 
cursor beam 
to find any 

percentile we want. 

Shown at 95% 
here.

Auto-report of 
50%, 5%, 1% 

forecasts 
parked 

on lower left

drag bottom 
cursor beam 
to the right 
to get full 

30 day forecast

tap to park metrics and 
keep them from moving w/ touch point


